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Fluctuations in the second harmonic intensity were observed in a number of insoluble amphilphiles
spread at an air/aqueous interface. The fluctuations, which depend on the polarization of both the
incident light and the second harmonic light generated, indicate a new phase transition for which the
orientation of the head group is the order parameter. It is found that the phase transition occurs in
certain long chain aromatic species but not in others of the same chain length with different head
groups. The phase transition is identified as a weak first order transition. Agreement is obtained with
a modified Landau–Ginzburg equation in which the chain–chain interactions provide a friction for
the motions of the head groups. ©1995 American Institute of Physics.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Phase transitions in amphilphile insoluble monolaye
have been of scientific interest for more than 50 years.
range of techniques including surface pressure, interfa
electric potential,1 light scattering,2 ellipsometry,3 fluores-
cence microscopy,4 x-ray and neutron diffraction and
reflection5 have been used to study the various equilibriu
phases and phase transitions of these quasi-two-dimensio
systems. In a number of these experimental and theoreti
studies, it has been proposed that the phase structure
phase transitions in an amphilphile monolayer could involv
quantities such as density,1 molecular configuration,6 and
orientation,7–9etc. as order parameters. However it remains
difficult task to experimentally explore the relative impor
tance of orientational and density ordering parameters sin
they can be coupled together. In this study, the technique
use to obtain information on surface density and molecu
orientation at the interface is the surface specific technique
second harmonic generation~SHG!. For a general theory of
SHG, the reader is referred to excellent treatmen
elsewhere.10–14

In this paper studies of spontaneous orientation fluctu
tions in amphilphile monolayers that we attribute to a her
tofore unknown orientational phase transition is presente
These amphilphile fluctuations were detected by the tim
dependent variations~fluctuations! in the second harmonic
signal. They were shown to be orientational by the observ
tions that the fluctuations depended on the polarization of t
incident light field and that of the second harmonic light fiel
that was measured. In these experiments the SH signal is
to the dominating second order nonlinearity of the aroma
head group. Therefore the observed fluctuations in the S
signal are directly related to fluctuations in the orientation
the head group. Among the questions to be discussed are

~a! Are there spontaneous orientation fluctuations in th
head group that produce the observed phase transitio
or is it the tail?

~b! What is the origin of the spontaneous orientation fluc

a!To whom correspondence should be addressed.
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tuation? What are the roles of the dipole–dipole inter
actions, anisotropic dispersive interactions, hydroge
bonding, and electrostatic repulsion in such fluctua
tions?

~c! Can one model the dynamics of the fluctuation b
modifying the Landau–Ginzburg theory?

II. BACKGROUND THEORY

A. Landau–Ginzburg free energy expansion

The hypothesis of the Landau–Ginzburg theory is tha
the free energy density function or rather the local value o
the free energy can be expanded in terms of an order para
eterQ~r ! and its spatial gradient“Q~r !. This expansion is
valid around but not too close to the critical point~Ginzburg
criterion!.15 In general, the free energy density function
F~Q,“Q! takes the following form:

F~Q,“Q!2F05
1

2

]2F

]Q2U
0

~dQ!21
1

2
L~“Q!2, ~1!

whereF0 is the free energy density at the equilibrium state
The expansion is taken around the equilibrium state whe
by definition the first order derivative should vanish.L is
introduced here to account for any energy cost due to
interface inhomogeneity~“QÞ0!.

The Q(r ) can be expanded in a Fourier seriesdQ
5 Q(r )2Q05(kQke

ikr which yield for the coefficient of
(]2F/]Q2)0, (dQ)25(k(k8QkQk8e

i (k1k8)r, and (“Q)2

52(k(k8k–k8QkQk8e
i (k1k8)r. Since we want the total free

energy for the system we integrate the free energy dens
over the volume,

E dr @F~Q,“Q!#

5(
k

(
k8

S 12 FQQ2
1

2
Lk–k8DQkQk8E drei ~k1k8!r

5(
k

S 12 FQQ1
1

2
Lk2D uQku2.
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5819X. Zhao and K. B. Eisenthal: Monolayer orientational fluctuations
The term 1
2Lk

2uQku
2 is the Fourier component that cor

responds to the energy required for the system to dev
from a homogeneous interface. The interface at equilibri
has the possibility of being inhomogeneous and we assu
can be characterized by a single modek0. Since we are in-
terested in the departures of the free energy from its equi
rium state we can usek5k0 as the reference point for the
deviation of the interface from its equilibrium value. W
therefore use12L(k2k0)

2 rather than12Lk
2. The final equation

for the free energy is

F~Q,“Q!2F05(
k

F12 FQQ1
1

2
L~k2k0!

2G uQku2, ~2!

whereFQQ5(]2F/]Q2)eq by definition. F(Q,“Q)2F0 is
the reversible work necessary for the system to move aw
from its equilibrium state. The form of this equation can al
be obtained by writing the free energy in momentum spa
with respect to its minimum value and keeping only the qu
dratic term, i.e., making an harmonic approximation.16 Be-
cause the free energy density function has been expre
explicitly in terms of uQku in Eq. ~2!, we useuQku as the
order parameter instead ofQ~r ! in the following treatment.

The variableuQku
2 appearing in the free energy equatio

is the Fourier component of the correlation function,

^Q~r 8!Q~r 81r !& r85(
k

uQku2eikr .

The average value ofuQku
2, which we now refer to as

Gk5^uQku
2& can be obtained by averaging over all possib

configurations. The probability density of a given configur
tion is given by

w~ uQku!5
exp@2b*~F2F0!dr #

* exp@2b*~F2F0!dr #duQku
.

This leads to

^uQku2&5Gk5
kBT

V

1

L~k2k0!
21FQQ

. ~3!

It should be noted thatGk is time independent and will be
written in terms of an arbitrary timet50 as^uQk(0)Qk(0)u&
at a later point in this discussion where the time depend
fluctuations are analyzed.

B. Correction to the Landau expansion near criticality

If k050 andFQQ50, the system is said to be in a state
criticality because the spatial fluctuation is maximize
aroundk050, i.e., infinite wavelength. In such a state, th
local order parameterQ(r ) will fluctuate greatly. In general,
one states that at a critical point, the order parameter un
goes a huge spontaneous fluctuation. The huge fluctuat
that occur when the critical state is approached make
quadratic expansion invalid, i.e. higher order terms must
considered. It is therefore necessary to include the hig
order terms in the expansion. An estimate of this correct
has been made using a diagrammatic expansion.16 It turns
out however that the free energy density can still be e
panded as
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 10
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F~Q!2F05(
k

F12 FQQ1
1

2
L~k2k0!

2G uQku2, ~4!

whereFQQ contains these higher order corrections. In an
case, whenFQQ50, the point is regarded as the crossove
point to instability, i.e., the system is unstable whe
(]2F/]Q2),0.

C. Time dependent Landau–Ginzberg equation

Analogous to the dissipative~frictional! force equation
which has the form h]x/]t52]V/]x, the Landau–
Ginzberg theory states that the order parameter of the syst
Q in the absence of an external field has the form,17

1

G

]Q

]t
52

dF

dQ
. ~5!

The reciprocal of the Landau–Ginzberg damping constantG
is analogous to the frictionh.

The Landau–Ginzburg equation does not allow for the
mal excitations, i.e., thermal fluctuations. It is these excita
tions however which are the origin of the stochastic pro
cesses in the monolayer phase transitions we are consider
To account for the thermal excitations, we add a rando
variableA~k,t! in momentum space and time in the Landau
Ginzburg equation, i.e., we will work with a Landau–
Ginzburg stochastic equation,

1

G

]uQk~ t !u
]t

52
]F

]uQk~ t !u
1A~k,t !. ~6!

It should be noted that the above equation has the same fo
as the Langevin equation used to describe dynamic pheno
ena in the presence of a potential and a stochastic force.
us define the time dependent correlation function,

Gk~ t !5^uQk~0!uuQk~ t !u&. ~7!

On multiplying both sides of Eq.~6! by uQk~0!u and noting
that ^uQk(0)uA~k,t!&50 we obtain,

1

G

]Gk~ t !

]t
52FQQGk~ t !2L~k2k0!

2Gk~ t !. ~8!

The solution of this equation yields

Gk~ t !5Gk~0!e2G@FQQ1L~k2k0!2#t ~9!

with Gk(0)5^uQku
2&5^uQk(0)Qk(0)u& which has the equi-

librium value given by Eq.~3!.

D. Theoretical analysis of the data

Let us suppose the laser light intensity has a Gaussi
spatial distribution,

I ~r !

I 0
5

1

A2ps2
expS 2

r 2

2s2D . ~10!

The second harmonic signal is proportional toI 2. This means
that the signal response calculation should include th
weighting function,

f ~r !5
1

2ps2 expS 2
r 2

s2D . ~11!
2, No. 14, 8 April 1995
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5820 X. Zhao and K. B. Eisenthal: Monolayer orientational fluctuations
Let us consider first the fluctuation in the observatio
area. We will evaluate the signal fluctuationdS(t) subject to
dQ(r ,t), at timet,

dS~ t !5E dr f ~r !dQ~r ,t !. ~12!

It is easier to handle the above integral in momentu
space. In two dimensions,f ~k! will take the following form:

f ~k!5
1

4p
expS 2

s2k2

4 D 5
1

4p
expS 2

k2

2kL
2D ~13!

with kL5~&/s!.

dS~ t !5E dr f ~r !dQ~r ,t !5E dr f ~r !E dkeikrQk~ t !.

Transforming to frequency space we obtain,

dS~ t !5E dveivtF E dr f ~r !E dkeikrQk~v!G . ~14!

Therefore,

dS~v!5E dr f ~r !E dkeikrQk~v!

5E dkQk~v!E dreikr f ~r !5E dkQk~v! f ~k!.

~15!

With Qk(v)5uQk(v)ue
if(k,v). Thef~k,v! is a random vari-

able due to the stochastic properties of the fluctuation. B
cause of this random phase, only those elements with
same phase will be added constructively, i.e., on
f (k1) f (k2)Qk1(v)Qk2* (v)d(k1 2 k2), in the calculation of
dS(v)dS* (v). Therefore, we obtain

dS~v!dS* ~v!52pE kdk@ f ~k!#2uQk~v!u2. ~16!

To obtainuQk~v!u2 we Fourier transform Eq.~9!,

uQk~v!u25
kBT

V

G

v21G2@FQQ1L~k2k0!
2#2

~17!

and the final result ofS~v! is

dS~v!dS* ~v!5
2pGkBT

V

3E kdk
@ f ~k!#2

v21G2@FQQ1L~k2k0!
2#2

.

~18!

The autocorrelation function̂dS(0)dS(t)& simply goes
as
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 102
n

e-
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y

^dS~0!dS~ t !&5E dveivtdS~v!dS* ~v!

5
2pkBT

V
e2GFQQt

3E kdk
@ f ~k!#2

FQQ1L~k2k0!
2 e

2GLt~k2k0!2.

~19!

The normalized autocorrelation function is

^dS~0!dS~ t !&

^dS~0!dS~0!&

5e2GFQQt

*kdk
@ f ~k!#2

FQQ1L~k2k0!
2 e

2GLt~k2k0!2

*kdk
@ f ~k!#2

FQQ1L~k2k0!
2

. ~20!

In terms of numerical fitting, there will be three fitting pa
rameters~a! k0, ~b! GL, ~c! GFQQ or (FQQ/L). In our ex-
periment, we will use these parameters to fit the autocor
lation function of C16 aniline at four different surface
coverages and for three different chain length anilines.

III. AMPHILPHILE SYSTEM AND SHG

In this work we report on our studies of a series of lon
chain para substituted amphiphiles having as the head gr
one of the following: aniline, C6H4NH2; phenol, C6H4OH;
anilinium, C6H4NH3

1 ; phenolate, C6H4O
2; N,N-dimethyl

aniline, C6H4N~CH3!2; and trimethyl anilinium,
C6H4N

1~CH3!3. Neglecting local field effects the second or
der susceptibility tensorx~2! can be related to the molecula
nonlinear polarizabilitya~2! by x~2!5Ns^a

~2!&. For an inter-
face that is isotropic in the surface plane, i.e., is rotationa
invariant with respect to the interface normal, two of thex~2!

elements that we will be concerned with can be written as9

xzxx
~2! 5 1

2 Ns$ f @azzz
~2! ,azxx

~2! ,axzx
~2! ,u,c#1azxx

~2! ^cosu&%,
~21!

xxzx
~2! 5 1

2 Ns$ f @azzz
~2! ,azxx

~2! ,axzx
~2! ,u,c#1axzx

~2! ^cosu&%,
~22!

whereNs is the surface density, and

f @azzz
~2! ,azxx

~2! ,axzx
~2! ,u,c#

5azzz
~2!^cosu sin2 u&2@azxx

~2! 12axzx
~2! #

3^cosu sin2 u sin2 c&,

u is the angle between the molecular symmetry axisz and the
surface normalZ, andc is the rotation angle of the molecule
about its symmetry axisz. From Eqs.~21! and ~22! we see
that xxzx

(2) andxzxx
(2) differ only in the nonlinear polarizability

coefficients of̂ cosu&, namelyaxzx
(2) andazxx

(2) .
, No. 14, 8 April 1995
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5821X. Zhao and K. B. Eisenthal: Monolayer orientational fluctuations
IV. EXPERIMENT

All long chain anilines were purchased from Aldric
~97% purity! and were further purified by recrystallizatio
from ethanol. All long chain phenols were synthesized
standard methods and purified by recrystallization fr
hexane and ethanol. C16 N,N-dimethyl anilin
CH3~CH2!15C6H4N~CH3!2, and C16 N,N,N-trimethyl
anilinium iodate salt, CH3~CH2!15C6H4N

1~CH3!3IO3
2 were

synthesized from C16 aniline by refluxing with CH3I in eth-
anol solution. The reactants mixture passing through si
gel column were separated into three components. The c
ponents corresponding to C16 N,N-dimethyl aniline and C
N,N,N-trimethyl anilinium iodate salt were identified b
NMR and mass spectrum. The raw products were furt
purified by recrystallization from ethanol.

The SH signal corresponding to the two elements,xxzx
(2)

andxzxx
(2) @Eqs.~21! and~22!#, were measured as a function

time using a synchronously pumped picosecond dye la
and a single photon counting detection system.9

To simultaneously measure thep ands polarized com-
ponents of the SH signal, the collected SH light was fi
collimated and passed through a pair of polarizer cubes.
first cube passes theEp component of the SH light and re
flects theEs component out the side window. TheEs com-
ponent was time delayed by 5 ns and then recombined
the Ep at the second cube. BothEs and Ep then passed
through a monochrometer and were detected by the si
photon counting system. The 5 ns time separation betw
Es and Ep allowed the simultaneous measurement of b
elements using the same photomultiplier tube and time
related single photon counting system. TheP-A phase dia-
grams were measured using the Wihelmy plate method.

V. RESULTS

The experiments reported were carried out at dens
corresponding to the condensed phase region of the m
layer. For the long chain anilines, from C12 to C16, t
phase diagrams are essentially the same, all having the
liquid phase coexistence boundary at 37 Å2. For long chain
phenols, from C14 to C18, the phase diagrams are also
same, and the monolayer gas–liquid phase coexistence
at 27 Å2. This insensitivity of phase diagram to the cha
length indicates that the LE–LC phase transition for ea
series should occur at a much shorter chain length. There
the chain configuration phase transition is not encountere
our studies.

A. The samples showing orientational fluctuation

We observed orientational fluctuations in four sampl
the C16 and C14 anilines, C18 phenolate, and C16 N
dimethyl aniline. None of the phase diagram show any cl
plateau or kinks in the density region where the orientatio
fluctuations are observed~Fig. 1!. One thing that these
samples have in common is that they are electron rich s
cies, which allows for a large anisotropic dispersive inter
tion between the aromatic chromophores.
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 10
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1. The orientation fluctuation for C16 aniline/water

The liquid phase of C16 aniline starts at 37 Å2. At this
density, the SH fluctuations obey Poisson statistics and
time autocorrelation function of the SH signal fluctuation
close to ad-function, which indicates a homogeneous s
face. This is consistent with theP-A phase diagram which
shows that the coexistence region has ended and the m
layer is a single phase liquid region. On further compress
to densities above 37 Å2 non-Poisson fluctuations were o
served forxxzx

(2) @Fig. 2~b!#. However, forxzxx
(2) , the fluctua-

tions observed were very close to a Poisson distribution@Fig.
2~a!#. This indicates that the fluctuations are due chiefly
photodetection noise and not due to molecular fluctuation
the interface. We therefore conclude that we are detecti
polarization dependent fluctuation and hence an orientati
fluctuation. It should be noted that there is no indication fr
theP-A phase diagram, Fig. 1, of a phase transition in t
density region of the liquid phase.

Further support that the observed fluctuations atA<37
Å2 are orientational was obtained from the simultane
measurement of the Es and Ep components of the SH s
for incident light polarized at 45°. Using C16 aniline at
surface coverage of 34 Å2, we found that thes component
fluctuations were much greater than that for thep compo-
nent. The large difference in the magnitude ofs andp fluc-
tuations results in a fluctuation of the polarization of the
field, i.e., arctan (Es

2v/Ep
2v). From the magnitude of the fluc

tuations we find that the polarization fluctuates between
angles of 50° and 75° with respect to the surface norma
should be noted that theEs component arises from thexxzx
component whereas theEp component arises from sever
susceptibility elements. These various elements have o
site signs due to their Fresnel coefficients which decreas
magnitude of the fluctuations. From the observed fluc
tions in xxzx

(2) and the fluctuations in the polarization of th
second harmonic field we conclude that we are obser
orientational fluctuations. On compressing the monola

FIG. 1. Surface pressure vs area per molecule isotherm on water or
solution subphase. Curve 1, C16 phenol over water; curve 2, C16 an
over water; curve 3, C18 phenolate over 2N KOH; curve 4, C16 anilin
over 1N HCl.
2, No. 14, 8 April 1995
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5822 X. Zhao and K. B. Eisenthal: Monolayer orientational fluctuations
further we find that fluctuations maximize in amplitude an
correlation time at around 30 Å2. They then sharply decrease
at 28 Å2 where the fluctuations become approximately Poi
son in character~Fig. 3!. We were unable to go to higher
coverages because the monolayer collapses below 28 Å2.

FIG. 2. Autocorrelation function ofDI (t) and probability density function
of SH signal counts of C16 aniline at 34 Å2 ~a! with s polarized input andp
polarized output corresponding toxzxx

(2) ; ~b! with 45° polarized input ands
polarized output corresponding toxxzx

(2) .

FIG. 3. The autocorrelation function and probability density function of C1
aniline monolayer at the surface coverage of 28 Å2.
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 10
d

s-

The observed change in the polarization of the secon
harmonic light by 10° on going from the low density side o
the transition to the high density side indicates that the pha
transition is a structural change corresponding to a change
the tilt angle of the amphiphile head group.

2. The orientational fluctuation for C18 phenolate

The pKa of phenol at the air/water interface is 11.7.18

Using this value the phenol monolayer should be complete
ionized to C18 phenolate at 2N KOH, which corresponds a
expected to the constant maximum value observed in the S
signal at this and higherpH values.

Once again in this monolayer we observed thatxxzx
(2)

shows large fluctuations whereas thexzxx
(2) element does not.

This once again indicates the orientational origin of the sig
nal fluctuation. The signal fluctuation peaks at 34–32 Å2 and
then rapidly decreases showing no large fluctuations at
coverage of 30 Å2.

3. The orientational fluctuation for N,N-dimethyl C16
aniline/water

The condensed phase of N,N-dimethyl C16 aniline
CH3~CH2!15C6H4N~CH3!2, starts at 28 Å2. Upon further
compression, the fluctuation magnitude increases a
reaches a maximum at 25 Å2, after which they decrease
sharply to the random noise level~Fig. 4!. To examine the
origin of the SH fluctuation,Es andEp were simultaneously
measured. The autocorrelation functions of (I s/I p) at 28 Å2

6

FIG. 4. The autocorrelation function of the ratio of (I p/I s) of N,N-dimethyl-

C16-aniline, CH3~CH2!15C6H4N~CH3!2/water monolayer at 28 and 25 Å2.
The I p andI s components were simultaneously measured as described in
context.
2, No. 14, 8 April 1995
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5823X. Zhao and K. B. Eisenthal: Monolayer orientational fluctuations
and 22 Å2 show ad-function decay that is expected from
fluctuations due to photon counting statistics indicating th
we are at densities outside the phase transition region. At
Å2 however there is a distinct slow time decay observed
shown in Fig. 4. These fluctuations in the polarization of th
SH light strongly support the orientation origin of the SH
fluctuation.

It should be noted that the difference between C1
aniline and C16-N,N-dimethyl aniline is their hydrogen
bonding ability with water. This suggests that hydroge
bonding, though very important in molecular orientation,
not the deciding parameter in the observed orientational flu
tuations.

B. The amphiphiles showing no orientational
fluctuation

We also measured the SH signals from the C14 phen
C16 phenol, C18 phenol, C16 anilinium, C18 pyridinium
bromide, CH3~CH2!17C5H4NH

1Br2; C22 pyridinium bro-
mide, CH3~CH2!21C5H4NH

1Br2; and C16-N,N,N-trimethyl
anilinium, CH3~CH2!15C6H4N

1~CH3!3. None of these
samples showed any fluctuations beyond the Poisson dist
uted noise fluctuations due to the single photon counti
detection.

C. Dependence of orientational fluctuations on chain
length

The importance of chain–chain interactions on the o
served orientational fluctuations is seen in the strong dep
dence of the decay of the SH fluctuations on the chain leng
of the aniline amphilphile~Fig. 5!. We find that the shorter
the chain length of the aniline, the shorter is the correlatio
time, and the closer is the statistics to a Poisson distributio
This indicates that the monolayer surfaces for the short ch
anilines are more homogeneous on the time scale of o
measurements than the C16 aniline. In fact the probabil
density function of the SH signal from C12-aniline does no
show any deviation from Poisson fluctuation for the exper
mental sampling time scale of 0.5 s that we use. This cou
be due to a correlation length for the C12-aniline that
much smaller than the laser beam area~3 m radii!, and/or a
relaxation that is much faster than the 0.5 s sampling time
is perhaps not surprising that the orientational motions of t
head group are slower for the longer chain anilines sin
both packing and attractive interactions are stronger.

VI. ORDER PARAMETER: NATURE OF THE
ORIENTATIONAL PHASE TRANSITION

We now consider the basis for the orientational fluctu
tions. As noted earlier, we observed for a number of am
phiphiles, the appearance of orientational fluctuations who
magnitude and decay time depended on the monolayer s
face density. We observed that as surface density increa
the fluctuation magnitude and time scale start to increa
then reach a maximum, and finally decrease to the norm
random noise level associated with photon counting stat
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 10
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tics. As the surface density increases, the monolayer evo
from one phase state to another with molecular orientation
the order parameter.

Since the SH signal is due chiefly to the aromatic he
group we note that the fluctuations that we observe must
due to the fluctuations in the orientation of the head grou
However one cannot conclude from this that the drivin
force for these fluctuations are due only to head group int
actions, e.g., via a dipole–dipole or dispersive couplings b
tween the head groups. It is quite reasonable that cha
chain interactions at these relatively high densities play so
role in the head group orientational phase transition. W
know that the chain–chain interactions cannot be the ma
factor however since we do not observe any orientation
fluctuations for an equal chain length amphilphile with
head group, having a similar dipole moment to aniline, e.g
p-hexadecylphenol,n-CH3~CH2!15–C6H4OH.

Let us now consider the orientation of the aniline hea
group. Noting that the twist anglec is present only in the
common functionf [azzz

(2) ,azxx
(2) ,axzx

(2) ,u,c] for both xxzx
(2) and

xzxx
(2) , Eqs.~21! and ~22! indicate that thêcosu& term is re-
sponsible for the fluctuations, since it is only this term th
differs for xxzx

(2) andxzxx
(2) . In the common termf appearing in

Eqs. ~21! and ~22!, the u dependence is contained in
^cosu sin2 u&. As u fluctuates about some average value the
would be a much smaller fluctuation in^cosu sin2 u& than in
^cosu& since asu changes cosu and sin2 u move in opposite
directions, thereby reducing any net change in^cosu sin2 u&.
From theoretical estimatesaxzx

(2) is much larger thanazxx
(2) for

aniline.19 This could result inaxzx
(2)^cosu& being appreciable

FIG. 5. Comparison of calculations and data at different chain lengths. T
numerical calculation of the autocorrelation function ofDI at 34 Å2 of C12,
C14, and C16 aniline assuming the linear free energy relationship of
damping constantG with 700 cal/mol for each methylene group. Solid lines
are calculations and circles are data points.
2, No. 14, 8 April 1995
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in xxzx
(2) , whereas theazxx

(2)^cosu& could be small relative to the
f term inxzxx

(2) . This would explain why we readily observe
orientational fluctuations in thexxzx

(2) element and not in the
xzxx
(2) element for C16 aniline, C18 phenolate and N,N
dimethyl C16-aniline.

The order parameter must be an observable quan
which changes its value during the phase transition. T
above discussion in fact suggests that the order paramet
related to cosu. This hypothesis is justified for the following
reasons:~a! the only difference inxxzx andxzxx is the^cosu&
term; ~b! cosu used as the order parameter is consistent w
the observation that the molecule has some preferential
entation at the interface which can be described by the
entation of its dipole moment;~c! the fluctuation of cosu
goes through a maximum as surface density increases, w
is typical order parameter behavior during a phase transit

Spatial extent of fluctuation

In order to examine the spatial range of the orientation
fluctuations we varied the laser beam area by a factor o
from a radius of 3–6mm. If the SH fluctuation is due to the
translational motion of domains with different orientation o
der, one would expect that a domain would take a long
time to move across the larger laser beam; therefore a lon
correlation time would be expected. For C16 aniline, it
found that at any surface coverage, the correlation time fo
larger laser beam is less than or equal to that for a sma
laser beam~Table I!. This observation strongly suggests th
the orientation fluctuation we observed is not due to t
translational motion of domains, but rather is due to spon
neous long range orientation fluctuations of the head gro

We now consider the origin of the dependence of t
autocorrelation decay time on beam size. At 36 Å2 the

FIG. 6. The numerical fitting of the autocorrelation function ofDI to the
Landau–Ginzburg theory at 36, 34, 32, 30 Å2 of C16 aniline.
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 102
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smaller autocorrelation time for the larger beam radius ca
be understood in terms of the relative sizes of the correlatio
length~domain size! to the laser spot size. At a density of 36
Å2 the interface is well away from the transition point~;30
Å2! and consequently the orientational correlation length
expected to be significantly smaller than the beam radius o
m. Because the domain size is much less than the laser be
area the number of domains within the laser spot is grea
for the larger beam than for the smaller beam. These diffe
ent domains are independent and decorrelate more rapidly
their number increases, thereby yielding a more rapid aut
correlation decay. As the transition point is approached th
domains increase in size and the decay of the autocorrelat
function would be slower, though still showing a chang
with spot size. This is seen to be the case at 36 Å2, 34 Å2,
and 32 Å2. At 30 Å2 the system is near the transition poin
and the domains are very large, becoming larger than t
beam size. This is seen in the result that the same decay ti
is observed for the 3m and 6m radii beam~Table I!, from
which we infer that the orientational correlation length is
greater than 6m. It should be noted that the laser beam has
Gaussian spatial profile and most of the SH signal com
from a smaller radius than̂s&56 m. If the transition was
truly second order then this correlation length would diverg
at the transition point. At the coverage of 28 Å2 the fluctua-
tions have decreased in magnitude and the distribution a
proaches Poisson and it is difficult to extract a reliable aut
correlation decay time for these small fluctuations. W
roughly estimate that the decay time is less than 15 s for bo
beam radii. Based on the scaling experiments at the vario
coverages, which indicate a long correlation length, we infe
that the phase transition is a weak first order transition.

VII. CHAIN LENGTH DEPENDENCE OF
AUTOCORRELATION DECAY: THEORY AND
EXPERIMENT

There are three fitting parameters in the numerical fi
ting, i.e.,k0, (FQQ/L), andGL. The data of C16 aniline at

36, 34, 32, 30 Å2 have been fitted to Eq.~20!. The fitting

TABLE I. Correlation timetc ~s! as a function of area per molecule and
laser radius at interface.

Area/molecule~Å2!
36 Å2 34 Å2 32 Å2 30 Å2 28 Å2

3 mm 962 1462 1662 1763 ,15
6 mm 562 662 1263 1763 ,15

TABLE II. Results of the numerical fitting to the Landau–Ginzburg model

36 Å2 34 Å2 32 Å2 30 Å2

k0 ~104 cm21! 2.05 2.05 1.68 1.38

FQQ
L

~107!
2.41 1.16 46.0 54.3

GL~1029! 1.83 2.26 0.142 0.093
, No. 14, 8 April 1995
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5825X. Zhao and K. B. Eisenthal: Monolayer orientational fluctuations
results for C16 aniline are presented in Fig. 6. The fitti
parameter value of each fit is presented in Table II.

Let us first look atk0. From 36 to 30 Å2, k0 decreases
from 20 000 to 13 000 cm21 indicating that wavelength at
the interface is increasingl5~2p/k0!53–5mm. This wave-
length is comparable to our focus size. The value of (FQQ/L)
in general increases by one order of magnitude with a m
mum at 34 Å2 while the value ofGL decreases by two order
of magnitude monotonically. This trend could be due in p
to the monotonical decrease ofL as well as a decrease ofG.
A decrease inL means that there is less energy cost to mo
the system from its equilibrium state, i.e., the fluctuation
much easier to excite. Another view of the decreasingL is
that the system is moving towards certain criticality. Th
nonzerok0 and a decreasingL is in fact consistent with a
weak first order phase transition picture.

Let us now re-examine the chain length dependence
the fluctuation. Chain–chain interactions can act as a f
tional force on the head group motion. As the chain g
longer, it is expected that the friction or drag on the he
group motion will increase. In the Landau–Ginzburg equ
tion, the friction or drag is presented in the damping const
G. Assuming that the orientation spontaneous fluctuation
sults only from the head group interaction and that t
chain–chain interaction provides the friction for the he
group motion, we propose that for the same head group,
k0 ,FQQ ,L will be the same at the same surface coverage a
that the difference in the chain–chain interaction appears
G only. Under these assumptions, the value ofG should fol-
low the linear free energy relationship which states that fo
homologous organic compound, the total free energy sh
depend linearly on the chain length, i.e., the free energy c
tribution from each CH2 is a constant. Therefore we shoul
check the validity of the proposal that the observed orien
tion fluctuation results only from the head group interacti
by examining the chain length dependence ofG. Let us as-
sume thatG5G0 exp(nDE/kT), wheren is the chain length,
andDE is the free energy contribution from each methyle
group. We found that whenDE5700 cal/mol/methylene
group, using the value obtained from C16 aniline data,
can actually predict the autocorrelation function of C14 a
C12 aniline as shown in Fig. 5. This free energy value p
methylene group is in the same range~700–800 cal/mol/
methylene group! obtained from the free energy of the for
mation of hydrocarbon micelles and for the adsorption
hydrocarbon surfactant to the air/water interface.20,21 This
value contains the contribution of the chain–chain intera
tions to the micelle formation and surface adsorption. T
excellent fitting shown in Fig. 5 strongly supports the a
sumption that our observed orientational spontaneous fl
tuation can be treated by a Landau–Ginzburg-type the
with the chain–chain interactions acting as the damp
force.

VIII. CONCLUSIONS

Unexpected fluctuations in the second harmonic sig
were observed in the monolayer liquid phase region
p-substituted C14, C16 aniline, C16 N,N-dimethyl anilin
and C18 phenolate. The fluctuations depended on the po
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 10
g
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ization of the incident light and that of the second harmon
light generated. This was demonstrated in two differen
ways. One was by measuring different elements of the se
ond order susceptibility and the second by the simultaneo
measurement of theEs andEp components of the SH light. It
is inferred from these results that

~a! We observe a new phase transition in the monolay
with the orientation of the head group as the order pa
rameter. The strong fluctuation and nonzerok0, where
k0 is a measure of the extent of the spatial fluctuation
the interface, indicates that the phase transition
weakly first order.

~b! The phase transition occurs only in certain long chai
aromatic species indicating that the interactions be
tween the head groups is the controlling factor.

~c! The observed change in the polarization of the secon
harmonic light on going from the low density side of
the transition to the high density side indicates that th
phase transition is a structural change corresponding
a change in the tilt angle of the amphiphile head grou

~d! The chain–chain interactions provide a frictional force
which exerts a drag on the motion of the head group
These interactions set the time scale of the head gro
dynamics.

~e! Scaling experiments based on increasing the beam a
by a factor of 4 showed that the correlation length a
the transition region was greater than 6mm for C16
aniline.

~f! The fluctuation dynamics as a function of chain lengt
and amphiphile density are in excellent agreement wi
a modified Landau–Ginzburg theory of the phase tran
sition.
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